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Chapter 8

Using the GLM

This chapter presents the type of change products that can be derived from a GLM

enhanced change detection procedure.  One advantage to GLMs is that they model the

probability of change (POC) instead of just a yes or no determination of change.  Of

course, by setting a threshold at a certain probability level, the GLM can be used to create

a binary change/no-change image.  However, the change product can also be an image

containing the POC for each pixel as a continuous variable ranging from zero to one.  In

this chapter we present such images and discuss possibilities for using such an image.

In addition, the models can be used to derive an estimate for the variability of the

estimated POC. Typical change detection studies will produce an accuracy assessment

associated with the change detection.  However, this is usually done through the error

matrix (see Chapter 7).  The error matrix does not provide a spatial or pixel-specific

measure of the classification accuracy.  The GLM can be used to calculate a confidence

interval for each pixel in the POC image.  That is, for each estimated probability the

models can be used to construct a confidence interval about that estimate.  In order to

understand the uncertainty involved with the POC image we produce images in which the

pixel values represent one half the width of the confidence interval for the POC related to

each pixel.  These are referred to as "variability images".  The variability image can be

used as a companion image to the POC image as a way of displaying the spatial variability

involved with the POC estimates.
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Creating Probability of Change Images

The POC images are created by applying the models discussed in chapter 6 to each pair of

overlapping 1994 and 1988 pixels.  For example, using the model from the coastal area

(Equation 6.5), for each pixel we can find the absolute difference between the 1994 and

1988 tassel-cap band 3 and the original band 3.  These two values can then be input into

the model.  The output will be the estimated probability of change.  For each area, the

POC image was constructed by using the "Spatial Modeler" within Imagine™ to input the

1988 and 1994 images and applying the logistic model to each pixel.

General Approach for Using the Probability of
Change images

We will present two rather simple examples for the use of the change products: one for

the coastal area and one for the Raleigh area.  Each example uses the same general

strategy.

The results of change detection analysis using satellite imagery may be
interesting and revealing, but when place in context with other spatial
layers…this information gains powerful analysis capabilities. (Green et al.,
1994)

Based on this philosophy, the continuous POC change map is viewed simultaneously with

the Natural Heritage Areas (NHAs) for that area.  (The Natural Heritage Areas were

described in Chapter 2).  The NHAs represent ecologically significant areas.  The Natural

Heritage Program is interested in knowing what changes have occurred on or near the

Natural Heritage Areas (Pearsall, 1996). Human-induced changes on or near a particular

area may be detrimental to the ecological integrity of that area.  By viewing the Natural

Heritage Areas simultaneously with the POC image we can easily see if the model

indicates that change has occurred on or near the NHAs.  For the coastal and Raleigh

areas we will present the entire study area with the NHAs for that area.  Then we close in

on a particular area within each study area.  This allows a more in-depth analysis.  In these
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areas we will also consider “management units” for that area.  For the close-up on the

coastal scene we will add the Croatan Forest stand map.  For the close-up in the Raleigh

area we will add the Cary zoning map.  (See Chapter 2 for a description of these GIS

maps.) Each of the two close-up areas is presented as a hypothetical example of how the

POC image may affect management decisions.  That is, our examples are meant to show

how we can use the POC image.

Using the POC Image in the Coastal Area

Figure 8.1 shows the POC image with those NHAs contained within the coastal study

area.  The NHAs are shown with yellow lines delimiting the borders.  The white rectangle

represents the close-up area that will be discussed below.  As mentioned in chapter two,

the resolution of the Landsat Thematic Mapper data and the temporal resolution of our

study (i.e. six years) is not appropriate to monitor the type of changes occurring on the

outer banks and/or shore line.  That is, we are looking for inland changes.  This limitation

of our data implies that we should not consider the NHAs that are on outer banks or

coastal areas.

The POC image in figure 8.1 is an example of how the results of a GLM can be used to

produce a meaningful change product.  In figure 8.1 we not only show the POC image but

also display the model surface (lower left) as well as the accuracy assessment curves

(lower right) for the model.  The model surface provides a legend for the POC map.  The

accuracy assessment curves can guide interpretation.  Instead of the remote sensing

analyst having to decide which threshold level is the most appropriate, a product like that

shown in figure 8.1 can be delivered to the end user.  With some basic understanding of

the model and the accuracy assessment curves the user can then utilize the change product

in a way that meets their needs.  For example, if the users only wants to consider those

area which have clearly changed, they may want to consider the red areas (equivalently,

consider those areas with a POC greater than .9).  Looking at the accuracy assessment

curves, they will notice that the producer's accuracy is relatively low for a change
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threshold set at 0.9.  This means there is a low chance that an area on the ground that did

change will actually have a POC of 0.9 or higher.  However, for those areas with a POC at

0.9 we can be fairly certain that those areas did experience some change.  This is relayed

through the relatively high user's accuracy figures at the 0.9 threshold level.  Conversely, a

user may be aware of all of the forest clearing and planting in the area and may be more

interested in investigating areas that have shown less extreme changes.  This would lead to

investigation of areas ranging from light blue to yellow (equivalently, areas with a

probability of change from 0.3 to 0.7).  The main point is that the change product

exemplified in figure 8.1 enables the user to utilize the change product to suit their needs.

To further demonstrate how the POC image could be used, we will consider the "Lake

Ellis Simon" close-up area shown in the white box on figure 8.1.
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Legend Accuracy

Figure 8.1: Coastal area POC image with Natural Heritage Areas in yellow
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The close up area is over the Northeast section of the Lake Ellis Simon NHA.  Some of

the area is part of the Croatan National Forest and some land is privately owned.  The

false color composite images from 1988 and 1994 and the close-up POC image for the

close-up area are shown in figure 8.2.  By looking at the POC image and referring back to

the false color composites we can see that the red polygons on the POC image represent

areas were planting and growth has occurred.  The red areas to the West (left) are on

private land.  The red area on the East (right) side of the image is a forest stand on the

Croatan planted in 1988.   The private forest areas are very close to the Natural Heritage

Areas.  There might be an interest in checking the management practices on the private

forestland, looking into the drainage, pesticides, herbicides and other understory

management for these areas.  The objective would be to work with the owner to reduce

possible negative effects on the NHA.  Another interest might be in the Forest Service

acquiring this land or some buffer area between this land and the NHA.  One of the

management objectives for the Croatan Forest is to purchase critical privately owned land

adjacent to Croatan Forest lands (Hayden, 1996).

There is also a light blue to yellow spot actually within the NHA.  A binary change

product may have a threshold value such that this area would not be considered

"changed".  However, this slight change or less dramatic change may be of interest.  The

false color composites show less vegetation in 1994.  The Natural Heritage Program and

the Forest Service may think it is worth investigating what has and/or is occurring on this

area.  In particular, the Forest Service may be interested since this is part of a stand which

is consider unsuitable for timber production and has not been subjected to any

management practice.  Nevertheless, it is showing some change.  We also see that other

stands have non-dark-blue areas.  Any area that is not dark blue indicates a possibility that

some change has occurred and may warrant further investigation.  A simple binary change

product fails to differentiate these subtle degrees of change.  In their paper on the potential

contribution of pixel-based canopy change information to stand-based forest management,

Coppin and Bauer (1995) call for pixel based model to help forest resource managers with
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stand management.  We believe the pixel-based continuous POC image can fit into the

context explored by Coppin and Bauer (1995).

1988 false color composite 1994 false color composite

POC close up – colors match legend in figure 8.1
The yellow strip is the Northeast border of the Lake Ellis Simon NHA
The magenta lines represent Croatan stand

Figure 8.2: Close-up area on Lake Ellis Simon Natural Heritage Area
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Using the POC Image in the Raleigh Area

Similar to the POC image presented for the coastal area, figure 8.3 shows the POC image

together with the NHAs for the Raleigh area.  Again, the GLM surface and the accuracy

assessment curves are included.  We will focus on the area around the Power Hill -

Moccasin Creek Bluffs NHA.  The overall image has directed us to this area because of

the apparent changes surrounding the area.  This, in itself is an application of the change

product: to guide the resource manager toward those places where they should focus

attention.  The white square shown on figure 8.3 shows the close-up area we will use in

this example.

On the close-up of the Power Hill - Moccasin Creek Bluffs area we have superimposed

the Town of Cary zoning map and show the 1988 and 1994 false color composite imagery

(figure 8.4).  We see that the POC image indicates a considerable amount of change in this

area.  Using the POC image to guide our attention, we see that the changes in the

Northeast (upper-right) and Southeast (lower-right) region of the area are from increased

development and clearing of vegetation.  In the Northwest (upper-left) section of the

image, the change has been an increase or growth in vegetation.  Again, a binary change

detection product may not have included the light-blue areas and these slight decreases in

vegetation may have gone unnoticed.  Conversely, a binary change map may have included

the light-blue area and it may appear that the change is more extreme than what has

actually happened.

It appears from the false color imagery that the changes are mainly residential

developments, which are not necessarily harmful to the NHA.  However, with so much of

the surrounding area being developed, the integrity of the NHA as well as the value of the

properties adjacent to the NHA may be diminished by further development.  An example

of a management decision based on the change information analysis may be to explore the

possibility of rezoning the polygon labeled as "R30" on figure 8.4.  The R 30 represents a

residential zoning on lots of 30,000 square feet.  Perhaps this area could be zoned as "RC"
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which represents the resource/conservation zoning.  Of course, any rezoning needs to

respect the desire of the landowner.  Again, the intention here is to show how the POC

image can be used mainly to direct attention to areas that could benefit from careful

management consideration.
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Legend Accuracy Curves
Figure 8.3: Raleigh area POC image with Natural Heritage Areas in Yellow
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1988 False Color Composite 1994 False Color Composite

POC close up – colors match legend in figure 8.1
The yellow polygon is the Plower Hill - Moccasin Creek Bluffs NHA
The magenta lines represent the Cary zoning map

Figure 8.4: Close-up area around Plower Hill - Moccasin Creek Bluffs Natural Heritage Area
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Creating Variability Images

Now that we have created and explored images containing the estimated probability we

move on to create and examine images related to the variability of the estimated

probability.  As with standard linear regression, GLMs can be used to construct

confidence intervals around the estimates derived from the model.  A confidence interval

can be interpreted as a margin of error around the estimate.  The width of the confidence

interval is directly related to the variability of the predicted values.  The general form for a

confidence interval is to have an upper and lower limit (Casella and Berger, 1990, Chapter

9).  The general form for the lower limit is:

valuepredictedtheofiancevarZvaluepredictedlower ×−=
22

aa (eq. 8.1)

The general form for the upper limit is:

valuepredictedtheofiancevarZvaluepredictedupper ×+=
22

aa (eq. 8.2)

In both of these general forms Zaa/2 is the 100x(1 - α/2) percentile point of the standard

normal distribution.  For GLMs the form is a bit more involved.  The standard form of the

confidence interval applies to the linear term in the model.  For a logistic regression, this

implies that the standard confidence interval is not on the estimate probability of change

but on the estimated logit transformation.  To construct the confidence interval for the

predicted POC values, we need to back-transform the probability estimate for the linear

predictor (SAS, 1989, p. 1091).  For the logistic regression this implies the lower

confidence limit is:
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and the form of the upper confidence limit is:
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We can see the general form given in equations 8.1 and 8.2 appears in the inner most

parentheses in the confidence interval for the logistic model.  The form of the confidence

limits in equations 8.3 and 8.4 are a direct result of the form of the logit link function

(equation 5.9).  The predicted value in equations 8.3 and 8.4 is the predicted logit value

for each pixel.  That is, the predicted values is the X'ββ linear predictor from the GLM.

The variance estimate, given in vector notation, is based on the quadratic form

(1, x’)Vb(1, x’)’ where Vb is the estimated covariance matrix of parameter estimates and

x’ is the 1 x 2 vector of input variables (SAS, 1989, p.1091).  The Vb can be requested as

output within the SAS™ Logistic procedure.

To produce an image related to the confidence interval of the POC estimate we first

constructed an image containing the upper 95% confidence interval for each pixel.  Then,

by subtracting the POC image from the upper confidence interval image we created an

image where each pixel contains half the width of the confidence interval related to the

POC estimate for that pixel.  This image can be thought of as showing the "plus/minus"

value for each pixel.  So, the larger the pixel value in the variability image the wider the

confidence interval and the more variable the associated POC estimates.
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Using the Variability Images

The variability images are helpful in gauging the reliability of the POC estimates.  The

images help to put the variability of our estimates into a spatial context.    Figure 8.5 and

8.6 show the logistic regression models’ variability images for the coastal and Raleigh

areas.  In these images the black areas represent near zero values.  The gray scale image

then increases until the highest values, which are shown in white.  So, darker areas have a

tighter confidence interval and lighter areas have a wider confidence interval. The legend

below the images indicates the magnitude of the image values.  We see that the white

areas in the Raleigh area are higher than in the coastal area.  This matches the result in

Chapter 6 where we saw higher concordance and more significant variable from the

coastal area models.  Since the model from the Raleigh area did not fit as well as the

model for the coastal area, the estimates from the Raleigh model are more variable.  This

implies wider confidence intervals for the predictions in the Raleigh area.  So, the

magnitude of values in the variability image relates to the overall fit of the related model.

Looking at the figures 8.5 and 8.6, and referring back to the POC images (figures 8.1 and

8.3) we can see the tightest confidence intervals (the darkest areas on figure 8.5 and 8.6)

are from those areas with the highest POC.  With this we have a high confidence that these

areas have indeed changed.  We also see that there are bright “rings” around the areas

with a high POC.  This edge effect shows that there is larger variability around the borders

of most change areas.  So we are less certain of changes at the border edge than within an

area that has changed.  This matches some existing work (Styron, 1991), as well as

intuition, that there is more variability along the edge of land cover polygons.  The

variability images help make this explicit and provides a visual tool to geographically

display the variability.

Most image processing or GIS software will allow you geographically link two images.  In

Imagine™ you can either combine the data into a multi layer image or view both images

side-by-side with a cursor that is geographically linked between the two images.  While it
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is somewhat difficult to make good use of the variability images by looking at these

images alone, it would be helpful to temper the interpretation of the POC image by having

it geographically linked to its matching variability image.

Similar to using confidence bands around a fitted regression line, the variability image can

be used to put a confidence band around the estimate for each pixel.   The variability

image could be used to produce a lower-limit-POC image.  This would be constructed by

subtracting the variability image from the POC image. It would give an image containing

each pixel's lower limit of its confidence interval.  This image would give the conservative

extreme for the likelihood that an area has changed.  Likewise the variability image could

be added to the POC image to get the upper-limit-POC image. This image would give the

liberal extreme for the likelihood that an area has changed.  However it is used, the

variability image should be included with the POC image to give a statistical measure of

the uncertainty associated with the estimated probability.
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~ 0 ~.02 ~.2

Figure 8.6: Variability image for the coastal area
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~ 0 ~.03 ~.3

Figure 8.7: Variability image for the Raleigh area
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Conclusion from Using the GLMs

The hypothetical uses demonstrated in the chapter are meant to show some possible

applications of the GLM change detection method.  It seems clear that the continuous

POC change image is more useful than the traditional binary change mask.  The binary

mask may or may not include certain change areas that may be of interest.  The POC

image gives continuous range for the likelihood of change.  This allows the analyst to

communicate the uncertainty of the change product and gives the end users the freedom to

either use the continuous change product or choose a change threshold suitable for their

purpose.  Also, with the variability images we have a spatial, pixel specific, representation

of the margin of error for our change estimates.  The variability images are derived directly

from the GLMs.  There is no direct way to construct such images using traditional change

detection methods.

We believe the POC image is an appropriate use of the models derived from the GLM

procedure.  The variability images provide a spatial and pixel specific measure for the

uncertainty in the model estimates.  Together with the accuracy assessment curves and

superimposed "management level" maps, the POC and variability images make up an

informative change product.


